



In March 2021 I found myself back in Ushuaia, 
dragging a bike with way too much gear and a 
backpack loaded with three weeks’ worth of food. 
I’d been in this situation before (2016 & 2019), but 
this time I was finally ready to attempt Peninsula 
Mitre’s southern shore. 
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In 2015, I decided to travel to Tierra del Fuego by bike 
for the first time and I got fascinated by its 
temperamental weather, as I was caught by a huge 
snowstorm in the middle of summer and brutal winds 
barely let me push my bike forward.  

It was also my first time at Panaderia la Union (or Casa 
de Ciclistas Tolhuin) where its owner, Emilio Saez, had 
been providing shelter from the tough environment 
for more than a decade (roof, hot shower, bed, wi-fi, 
etc) to ANY cyclist going through this town!  




Back there, I hear there's a secondary road along the 
beach which can take me close to a shipwreck 
(Desdemona) and I decide to check it.  

In my way there, while fixing a pitch flat at Estancia 
Rolito's entrance, I met the owners who told me 
between home-made cookies and great coffee, about 
an adventure they had many years ago when they rode 
their horses to Cabo San Diego (Tierra del Fuego's 
southernmost tip) through the beach (when the tides 
were low) and through peat bogs (when the tides rose).  

Peninsula Mitre has 90% of Tierra del Fuego’s wetlands! 




I wasn't prepared for such an Adventure, but I decided 
to go as far as I could.  
The road ended at Rio Irigoyen (Peninsula Mitre's 
northern entrance) but when I tried to cross the river 
and the frozen waters were over my waist, I realized it 
wasn't such a great idea to continue (without anyone 
even knowing I was there) and I returned to the 
Panaderia (and a few days later Home). 




While I returned Home for the Holidays, I did some 
research about Peninsula Mitre and even though there 
wasn’t much information available back then, I did find 
a video from Les Stroud (Survivorman) where he 
attempted to survive without much success, at 
Peninsula Mitre in 2014.  

A few weeks later, I returned to Tierra del Fuego with a 
couple “tide charts” and ready for a Big Adventure!  

Everyone told me it was impossible to ride a bicycle at 
Peninsula Mitre, but I had a lightweight bikepacking 
setup and midfat 27.5+ bike (chubby tires were not so 
common back then).  I had to push my bike a few 
times, but I managed to ride the first bike to Cabo San 
Diego by March 9th, 2016!  




After I was back Home, two Argentinian surfers 
released a documentary where a friend and expert in 
Peninsula Mitre (Sergio Anselmino) guided them on 
foot, in a loop around Peninsula Mitre and the seed to 
attempt the whole loop by bike was planted!  
During that same time, I also heard about a Russian 
cyclist who attempted to ride Peninsula Mitre’s 
southern shore and was rescued at the verge of 
hypothermia by a local gaucho (Luis Andrade). 
  
By the end of 2019, I was finally able to return to 
Peninsula Mitre with 30 days of food and a 2-person 
packraft strapped to my bike. I decided to start again at 
the northern shore, in case Prefectura (Navy) didn’t let 
me enter with a bike at the southern entrance (as the 
Russian cyclist had almost died). Unfortunately, I 
injured my back rescuing a cow from a slow death in 
the peat bogs and I’d to finish my expedition at Cabo 
San Diego for a 2nd time. 
  



COVID hit hard in 2020 and after I had to cut a trip 
through Venezuela short, I returned Home where I was 
locked down for endless months. When things slowly 
started to open and local flights were available again, I 
decided to head back to Peninsula Mitre where I knew 
it would be easy to maintain social distancing (vaccines 
were only available for a few in Argentina) and still ride 
my bike.  

While I was getting ready for my trip, a terrible news 
came from Tierra del Fuego, Panaderia La Union (Casa 
de Ciclistas Tolhuin) had burned to the ground. 
I took the cheapest flight I could find in the area (Rio 
Gallegos) and I rode 450+ kilometers to Tolhuin to give 
my condolences to Emilio; but not only did I find out 
the Panaderia was being rebuilt, but also that they had 
never stopped hosting cyclists, so I made Panaderia La 
NUEVA Union my basecamp to explore Tierra del 
Fuego for 3 months. 




In order to get fitter after spending 8+ months under 
strict lock-down, I planned a couple warm-up trips.  
Unfortunately, I only made less than 60 kilometers 
before I sliced my rear tire beyond repair, to my 
surprise, I couldn't find anything wider than 2.1 in the 
island!

While a new tire was shipped from mainland (thanks to 
Federico Garay!) I decided to hike along Lago 
Fagnano/Khami's shore. 





I didn't know I was going to find an impenetrable forest 
and things went worse by day 6 when I realized I had 
lost my inReach (satellite messenger) in the middle of 
the woods. 
Consequently, I had to rush back to civilization to let 
my family & friends know I was doing fine even though 
my tracking spot wasn't moving.  

With the new tire I was able to retrieve my lost inReach 
and was fit enough to finally attempt Peninsula Mitre's 
southern shore, which would be a cool way to put my 
"gravel" bike's limits to the test.  



When I reached Prefectura’s Base (Navy) at Moat, 
nobody cared I was entering Peninsula Mitre by bike 
(please notice these days it’s a Reserve and you need a 
permit to enter).  

After lunch I was able to reach Pati Vargas’ ranch, one of 
the only 2 Gauchos who dare to live in such a harsh 
and remote environment.  

I left my bike on the door and I entered to meet Pati, 
not 2 minutes had gone by, when I heard his 10 dogs 
fighting for what I later realized, was half my supplies 
(they managed to open one of my panniers and ate 15 
days’ worth of food, lightening my load considerably).  





I ended staying for 3 days with Pati, as I helped him to 
put some plastic on his ranch’s roof as it was leaking 
after a tough winter. 

I left him one solar light and I headed further to Casa 
Vieja, an uninhabited ranch where my drone 
committed suicide while I was attempting to film a 
group of dolphins playing at the shore.  




After that I continued to Puesto Ibarra… where Luis 
Andrade (for more than a decade) has been hosting the 
few travelers who dare to walk the Peninsula (he’s also 
the local Gaucho who rescued the Russian cyclist).  

Unfortunately, Luis was heading to civilization to get 
supplies and after I gave him a solar lamp, I continued 
my way to Bahia Sloggett (where up to 800 miners 
where living during the “Gold Rush”). 



Unfortunately, Bahia Sloggett is the place where the 
mountains meet the Ocean and I couldn’t keep riding 
through the beach with low tides.  
In an attempt to skirt the mountains, I followed Rio 
Lopez inland and after 4 kilometers I left my bike at a 
small Ranch (Rancho Julian), before I continued 
scouting the route (on foot this time) to “Rancho Lata”.  
The last 16 kilometers to Rancho Lata were a complete 
nightmare between endless peat bogs, beaver dams, 
and thick thorny bushes (Calafates) and it was the 
furthest I could get at the Southern shore (185 
kilometers along the Beagle Canal from Ushuaia).  

I backtracked my steps to Moat and from there I took 
another route inland in order to get back to Tolhuin. 



Back at Tolhuin, after I took a few days to recover, I 
realized I still had a few days left before my return flight 
and I decided to make a brief trip through Peninsula 
Mitre’s norther shore (for a 3rd time).  

As it was already mid-autumn days were cold, short and 
I only had one low tide during daylight. I went as far as 
the Duchess of Albany’s shipwreck (200 kilometers 
from Tolhuin) and was able to catch my flight at 
Ushuaia right before the big snow storms... but I know 
this won’t be my last time at this remote & harsh 
environment!







































































































GEAR


This is the gear I was using, but it's a very personal choice and what works for me might not work for you! 

BIKE:

Bombtrack Hook ADV 
Hunt Dynamo wheelset 
WTB Trailblazer 2.8 
Maxxis Ardent Race 2.35 
Mullet Rival 1x w/ 11-46T 
Brooks saddle & tape 
Blackburn cargo cages 
Voile straps 
Klean Kanteen bottles 
Halawa bags 
Garmin GPSMAP 66i 


PHOTO:

Panasonic Gx8 
Panasonic 20mm f/1.7 
DJI Mavic Mini 
DJI Osmo Pocket 
Gopro Session 
Sirui T-025x 
Hyperdrive Colorspace 
Peak Design clip & strap 
Rode Video Micro 
Motorola Moto G7 
Biolite 5+ solar panel 


CAMPING:

HMG Northrim 4400 
YMG Cirriform tarp 1P 
Big Agnes Pluton UL 40 
Nemo Switchback short 
Borah gear UL bivy 
MPOWERD Luci Pro 
Sawyer Squeeze 
Klean Kanteen Insulated 16oz 
Opinel #7 
Snow Peak Spork 
Trail Designs Sidewinder 






My name is Federico Cabrera, but you can call me Fede. 
I am a photographer based in Buenos Aires, running 
“Their Only Portrait”, a little personal project where I 
cycle through beautiful but impoverished remote 
areas, in order to make, print, and give away portraits 
to families who won't otherwise ever have a family 
photograph... and also to donate water filters & solar 
lights to those who need them most!  

In the last 6 years, I rode close to 35.000 kilometers 
through South America (Peru, Bolivia, Venezuela, Brazil, 
Chile, & Argentina). I made + printed + gave away more 
than 500 portraits and I donated 350 solar lamps & 
water filters. 

THERE AREN'T MANY REASONS WHY YOU CAN'T MAKE 

A DIFFERENCE, TOO! 


www.theironlyportrait.com



This eBook is a free download  but if you like it, if you feel it adds something to your life (in any way), then you can pay 
me whatever you feel it’s fair, with a donation through Paypal (or Buy me a coffee).  

You will also help me to take my Little Personal Project to Colombia and I’m planning to make a new eBook after each 
trip... eventually, they should get better! 


www.paypal.com/paypalme/theironlyportrait


www.buymeacoffee.com/their1portrait


